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Probably the most remarkable result of compiling a census of the
sixteenth-century editions of De revolutionibus has been the discovery of
several families of marginal annotations, each found in multiple copies of
Copernicus's book.1 The principal examples are the annotations made in
Wittenberg by Erasmus Reinhold, the pre-eminent teacher in the generation
immediately following Copernicus. His marginalia were disseminated into at
least fifteen other copies of the book, including two sub-stemma, one from
Johannes Homelius, his student who became astronomy professor at Leipzig,
and the other from Paul Wittich, who found a set of Reinholdian annota-
tions in one of the four copies of De revolutionibus that he had acquired.

Another group of eight first editions contains a totally different set of
annotations, characterized (in seven of the copies) by planetary radices for
1550 handwritten at the bottom of all the relevant tables. Each of these
books contains in common further annotations, written in the first person.
"Ego reperi" and "puto" and "inveni" are among the phrases identically
repeated (but in different hands) in each of these books. But more important,
the top of f. 129 contains a long, sophisticated, comment on the position of
the Moon, which comes at one of the most complex places in the entire
book.2 As we shall demonstrate, these books were all annotated in Paris in
the mid-1550s by a previously unsuspected working group of students inter-
ested in the technical aspects of the new Copernican system.

When we examined these eight sets of annotations, there was no imme-
diate clue as to which was the original. Only one of the copyists signed his
book, although later owners did inscribe their names, and one title page
claims "Ex libris C. Peuceri manu sua notatus". (Caspar Peucer was the
successor of Erasmus Reinhold at the Wittenberg chair.)
The presence of the radices for 1550 strongly suggested that the original
annotator was someone interested in compiling an ephemeris in the 1550s,
and two relevant ephemerides came immediately to mind: Reinhold's for
1550 and 1551, and Rheticus's for 1551.3 Since Reinhold's annotations were
already well known, Rheticus seemed at first glance to be a logical candidate
for the mysterious annotator, the "Master of the 1550 Radices". After all,
Rheticus was an important astronomy teacher in Leipzig in the 1550s, and as
Copernicus's only disciple, it appeared reasonable that some trace of his
teaching should emerge in the census.

Another indirect clue appears in the first edition owned by Johannes
Praetorius (1537–1616); at the back is an inscription reading, "Thaddeus
Hagecius: I have received these from a certain person (Paul Wittich). Some
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errors of Copernicus” and the inscription goes on to epitomize the long comment found on f. 129 and another relating to f. 8, both of which are found in this family from the “Master of the 1550 Radices”. Since Hagecius had well-known connections with Rheticus, this cryptic message gave a further hint that Rheticus might be involved. However, the comment on f. 129 that appears in each of these copies ends by saying, “Perhaps by [Copernicus’s] order some inexperienced student carried out the calculation”. Rheticus, as Copernicus’s only student, would hardly have written such an indictment.

As we shall show, an ephemeris-maker from the 1550s was indeed a primary figure in the annotations, while Hagecius and Peucer play later, minor roles in the story; Rheticus and Reinhold were not involved at all. To facilitate our exposition, we here list the eight copies, together with later provenances:

**CANDIDATES FOR PRIMARY COPIES**
Edinburgh, Scottish National Library (in Paris until c. 1570; Hagecius/Wittich?)
Debrecen, Reformed Church Library (in Paris until 1559; Sambucus)

**COPIES MENTIONING OFFUSIUS**
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale (always in Paris; Mesmes)
\(\rightarrow\) Paris, Observatoire de Paris (in Paris until c. 1580; Peucer)
\(\rightarrow\) Soissons, Bibliothèque Municipal (via Franciscan convent in Soissons)

**DERIVATIVE COPIES**
Norman, University of Oklahoma (via Italy?)
Ann Arbor, University of Michigan (in Paris until 1791)
Pisa, Bibliotheca Universitaria (closely resembles Ann Arbor copy, previous history unknown)

We shall refer to these copies by their present location, distinguishing the two in Paris by “Paris BN” and “Paris Obs”. The initial clue in establishing the annotator was based on the fact that two of the copies were clearly derived from Paris BN, namely Paris Obs and Soissons, and each of these three contain *inter alia* the name of one Jofrancus Offusius, a German astrologer active in Paris around 1550, who is known almost entirely from his two books: his *Ephemerides* for 1557 and his posthumously published *De divina astrorum facultate* (Paris, 1570). We therefore recognized early on that the shadowy Offusius had something to do with these copies, but we did not at first appreciate the extent of the annotations from him. There was, indeed, a critical clue: where an annotation on f. 59 of Paris BN reads, “per me”, Paris Obs states, “per Jofrancum”. A comparison of these two copies, made in 1984 with the actual books side by side, showed their close interconnection, and it seemed that the Paris Obs marginalia were largely (but not entirely) copied from Paris BN. According to this (somewhat faulty) interpretation, Paris BN contained the original first-person notes by Offusius, plus additional notes referring to Offusius in the third person added by an early
Jofrancus Offusius

owner, Mesmes, whose name is inscribed on the title page together with the date 1552. Mesmes is independently known for his *Institutions astronomiques* (Paris, 1557), a beautifully printed but comparatively pedestrian vernacular introduction to astronomy.

In April 1992 we had occasion to look more closely at a microfilm of Paris BN, and soon concluded that nearly all the relevant notes in that copy were made by the same hand, that is, both the first-person and the third-person remarks. By this time we were aware that five other copies in the "Master of the 1550 Radices" series all had essentially the same first-person marginalia. There was no longer any compelling reason to suppose that Mesmes had taken over Offusius's original copy, but rather, he must have made his own copy from the original without bothering to change the first-person references. Hence the question rapidly became, "Is the Master of the 1550 Radices's original copy among us, and if so, can it be identified?"

A comparison of Soissons and Paris Obs showed that they are derivative from Paris BN. A further investigation of the remaining copies showed that the Ann Arbor, Norman, and Pisa copies are derivative from either the Debrecen or the Edinburgh copy. (This is easily, if somewhat tediously, established from errors or omissions in the copying.) We thus concluded that Offusius was in fact the Master of the 1550 Radices, and we hypothesized (erroneously, as it turned out) that his original copy is the one now in Debrecen. To establish this scenario as plausible, we began to collect the fragments known about Jofrancus Offusius in an attempt to reconstruct the events of the 1550s.

According to Offusius's *Ephemerides*, he was a German working in Paris, and he had travelled the world in search of a true astrology. A note in several of these copies of *De revolutionibus* indicates that in 1550 he was in Seville. John Dee, in a grumbling vanity press publication written in 1577, mentioned "one Joannes Franciscus Offhuysius" as being "here conversant with, and depending upon this our Brytan Mathematician, above a whole yere". This must have been around 1552, for in 1548 Dee had gone on a prolonged trip to the Louvain (where he stayed two years), and then on to Paris and elsewhere on the Continent, returning to England in 1551; he shows in sidenotes a letter written from "van Offhuysen" on 30 October 1553. In one of his books Dee wrote a biographical note indicating that he, Cardano, and "Joannes Franciscus" were together at the house of the French consul in Southwark in 1552 or 1553. Girolamo Cardano refers to Franciscus Offusius Geldrensis when discussing cipher codes in his *De rerum varietate* (Basel, 1557). Finally, Pontus de Tyard, a sixteenth-century French astronomer, philosopher, and poet, mentions meeting Offusius in Dieppe, presumably in 1556. Offusius's second book, *De divina astrorum facultate*, was published posthumously by his widow some years later, in 1570. That book is in itself quite interesting, as it deals with the question of planetary distances, a topic rather rarely addressed between *De revolutionibus* and Kepler's *Mysterium cosmographicum* of 1596. But apart from the marginalia and related manuscripts in the eight copies of *De revolutionibus*, there seems
Fig. I. A sample of Offusius’s handwriting, f. 8 from the manuscripts appended to the Edinburgh De revolutionibus. On this page (not transcribed in our text) Offusius begins his commentary on the lunar and solar distances mentioned in I,10. Reproduced with permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland.
to be no further information about Jofrancus. As for patrons, his *Ephemerides* has no dedicatee. We do not know the dates of Offusius's birth or death, although from the toponym ascribed by Cardano we can assume that he came of Geldern, a small Westphalian town in the Lower Rhine region; one of our annotated copies refers to him with another toponym, Vesalius, referring to Wesel, a slightly larger town on the Rhine a short distance from Geldern. The name Offhyusen could derive from another nearby town, Oberhausen. As for a university matriculation, he did not enroll at the Louvain, Cologne, Wittenberg, Leipzig, Cambridge, Oxford, or Basel.

Offusius's one identified student, J. P. Mesmes, must have been in contact with his teacher sometime between 1552, when he acquired his *De revolutionibus*, and 1557, for on f. 46, where he has copied a note relevant to 1548, he adds in another ink, "pro anno 1557 currente. Sic meus praeceptor Jofranciscus." The fact that Mesmes nowhere seems to mention Offusius in his *Institutions astronomiques* of 1557, whereas he lavishly praises Oronce Fine as the leading French astronomer, suggests that he came into the Offusian circle after he had sent his book to press. But Offusius himself seems to disappear from the scene after his contacts with Mesmes and after the publication of his *Ephemerides* in 1557.

The annotated *De revolutionibus* now in Debrecen was acquired by the sixteenth-century Hungarian polymath, Sambucus, who travelled widely in Europe in search of books and manuscripts for his large personal library. In particular, he visited Paris in 1559 and again in the winter of 1561–62. For some time we speculated that Offusius had died around 1558 and that books from his estate such as his Copernicus were available for Sambucus to purchase.

It became clear, however, that the marginalia of the Debrecen book could not account for all of the annotations found in the various derivative copies. If Debrecen were an original Offusius holograph, it would be necessary to postulate the existence of other Offusian teaching notes or a more complete but unlocated copy. The only other volume in our survey not clearly derivative was the one in Edinburgh, which, for reasons to be explained, we associated with the Prague astronomer, Thaddeus Hagecius. The Edinburgh copy was unusual in that it contained a further 50 pages of notes bound at the end, in the same hand as the marginal annotations. A closer inspection of these manuscript notes suggested that they constituted an original holograph, as judged by the sort of corrections that only an author himself would be likely to make. Could the Edinburgh notes and manuscript appendix be the sought-for Offusian original? Ultimately we concluded that every line of evidence pointed to Edinburgh as the source of virtually all the other copied annotations, including those in the Debrecen copy; that is to say, no other scholar (apart from some minor additions by Mesmes) was involved. Furthermore, both the annotations in the Edinburgh *De revolutionibus* and the 50 pages of study notes about the book (Figure 1) are surely the work of Jofrancus Offusius, and they constitute a truly remarkable document for the early reception of the Copernican ideas.
Offusius as a Copernican

The fact that Offusius's notes are scattered throughout the entire De revolutionibus indicates his familiarity with Copernicus's ideas. But the most extraordinary witness to Offusius's attitude toward the new system is an extended passage in the astronomy lecture notes appended to his copy of De revolutionibus. There, with respect to I,5, he states:12

Some have debated the mobility of the Earth. Now Copernicus took both the eighth sphere and the Sun as immobile, granting the motion to the rest of heavenly spheres. Several others considered the Earth to be a planet. A book by Archimedes, The sand reckoner, is extant, wherein he reported that Aristarchus of Samos taught this paradoxical doctrine that the Sun stays fixed and that the Earth revolves around it. Although many acute and perspicuous experts applied their talents to investigate the matter, yet we can judge that they did not intend to present it as decided. Now, our author presents his judgement and opinion well enough in the preface with these words:

Therefore I also, having found the occasion, began to consider the mobility of the Earth. And although the idea seemed absurd, nevertheless because I knew that others before me had been granted the liberty of devising whatever circles they pleased in order to explain the heavenly phenomena, I thought that I, too, would be readily permitted to test whether, by positing some motion for the Earth, more reliable demonstrations than theirs could be found for the revolutions of the celestial spheres.

Therefore, Copernicus does not arbitrarily assert the motion of the Earth (as it appears to many uninformed persons) but, from the hypothesis of the Earth's motion and from other suppositions, he infers and explicates what can be observed in the heavenly bodies and in their orbs. He also presents the method and sound rules for mathematical reasoning as well as the means of judging the phenomena or appearances and of calculating the motions of the heavenly bodies.

Offusius's positive attitude toward the new postulates echoes Copernicus's cited statement from the preface to Pope Paul III, and also the end of Book I, Chapter 11, where Copernicus says that he hopes to use the Earth's motion as a principle and hypothesis for explicating the other heavenly motions. The instrumentalist stance of the Osiander preface seems absent or highly muted in Offusius's discussion.

The ancients used other hypotheses so that they could reach a certain level of agreement with and explanation of the planetary motions. Highly learned geometers, as if constructing mechanical devices, built into the realms of each of the planets many orbs so that the pattern of the motions can be skilfully represented. One can learn it from the theories of various authors such as Fracastoro, Peurbach, and so on.

Even Archimedes is said to have made models of celestial motions,
that is to say, of complete orbs, so as to make them manifest to the eye. Our contemporaries try to explicate the rules of motion with eccentric and concentric orbs, with epicycles and various circles.

While one does not suppose that such machinery as they imagine is there in the skies, yet one should not judge them with the teaching of Averroës, nor according to the resentment of many, who deride off-hand this science: it was created with the highest skills and it has led to harmonious laws of motions, allowing computations that are correct or at least very close to the reality. In this way the geometers do not propose that the pictures they substitute are those of the real heavens, but they do demonstrate in an educated way the reasons for the motions.

Fracastoro’s *Homocentrica* (Venice, 1538) presented a scheme of homocentric spheres that did not lend itself to actual calculations. The Averroists had as their astronomer al-Bitruji, whose confused system of homocentric spheres was described in *Alpetragii arabi planetarum theorica physicis rationibus* (Venice, 1531). Peurbach’s *Theoricae novae planetarum* (Nuremberg, 1474 and many later editions) concerned the physical (as opposed to mathematical) aspects of the planetary spheres, essentially an attempt to embed the eccentric circles and epicycles of the Ptolemaic astronomy into a system of homocentric aetherial spheres in the manner of Aristotle. These were all “physical” pictures, to be distinguished from the bulk of *De revolutionibus*, which fell into the mathematical or geometrical part of the curriculum. Offusius is clearly placing Copernicus among the mathematicians.

This is how one should understand the position of the present author; out of them there follow highly satisfying predictions. The foundations of the motions are revealed more surely and more exactly than those from the automata and from the suppositions of geometers from Antiquity to these our own times.

On the other hand, when the arguments from geometry and physics are inadequate, we do not doubt, following the testimony of the Holy Scripture, that the Earth is at rest and that the Sun moves. For the Psalmist clearly confirms the Sun’s motion: “He set the tabernacle for the Sun, which is as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race. His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it” [Psalms 19:4–6]. Another Psalm tells of the Earth, “which He hath established for ever” [Psalms 104:5]. And Ecclesiastes in the first chapter states: “But the Earth abideth for ever. The Sun also ariseth, and the Sun goes down, and hastens to his place where he arose” [Ecclesiastes 1:4–5].

It is remarkable how closely Offusius here anticipates the specific scriptural references that Kepler and Galileo would later cite as the standard Biblical objections to the Copernican doctrine. The principal one omitted here is Joshua’s commanding the Sun (not the Earth) to stand still at the Battle of Gibeon.
Luna occultac tur slelum folgetanem Hydram, quousc Polichini
uocat Reran, quo expostulat, usidum slelum applicatae
pars corporis Lurnis emebro tomp de hircu emetu kur
Lurne id, horo quunt roctia, prouinque meter Oustri
cum morno per eritinc qua, latidinua fed diameters Lurne.
Ex quoniam flela seculumnum nomenationem, erat de duas partes
& xvi. Gerniorn etum latidincis Austrinae quincy graduum
& sexansis, manifestum est, quod centrum Lurnis temdump
ulum prodebeba flela dimida diament, & idcirco locum et
ius usum in longidimnatia paritum in 11. frrup. 111. vi. In lastudia
ne pars. v. frrup. 11. frr. Puertrr scitum rex principum annoe Chri
fiti ann. li. yepimum 1. 2. xcv. xcv. viii. dii. 11. frrup. 111. Bon
nonis. Crecensis acem. quae orientalior est, gradibus fere x
horas 111, frrup. 111. xcv. viii. quibus sequalitas addit frrup. 111.
erat enim Sol in xcv. vii. 11. paribus Pilea. Monus gignit Lurn
es equale a sole parit. xcv. xcv. Anomalia seceda pars. cv.
frup. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv.
Lurnis eorun pars. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv.
Gerniornet
latidinc Lurnis part. 111. 111. 111. 111. nam moment latidin
nis uetum erat part. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv.
Tunc quocq Bononis selen
debat xcv. vii. gradus Scorpi, ci angulo partium lxx. & erat
Lurna ut erit clincial ca parit. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. & angulus sectionis
circularum atidinias & signifet paribus fere xcv. xcv. parallic
xii Lurna pana una, logitudinis frrup. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv. xcv.
que admolum congruant observationes, quos minus dubitatur
sit utique nostra hypothesces, & quae ex cia prodita sunt, recte
scitabere.

De Solis & Lurnis commun ionibus, oppositio-
nibusque medij. Cap. xcv. viii.

Fig. 2. Offusius's marginalia on one of the most complex places in De revolutionibus, IV,27, on the lunar parallax. The uppermost comment is transcribed in ref. 15. All eight copies of Copernicus's book in the "Master of the 1550 Radices" series contain this note, in eight different hands. Reproduced with permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland.
Ptolemy, however, in Book I of the *Almagest*, explains on physical and geometrical grounds that the Earth does not move as a whole and undergoes changes only on a local scale, and he places it in the middle of the heavens as the centre of the universe.

Our present author stands in opposition to those opinions; his reasons and demonstrations are worthy to be studied and admired even by those of the highest and most excellent intellect.

Before turning to a few specific marginal annotations in the book itself, it is useful to examine the relation of Offusius’s major astrological work, *De divina astrarum facultate*, to the *De revolutionibus*. Although published posthumously in 1570, Offusius’s book was apparently finished in late 1557. The preface is dated 8 January 1556, but this is possibly a fabrication on the part of his widow, for his *Ephemerides*, published early in 1557, refers to the work as in progress, and later in the book itself Offusius mentions “this month of December 1557”. While the book is primarily concerned with planetary influences, it is physically founded to the extent of inquiring into planetary sizes and distances in an attempt to establish a basis for their influences. The *De divina astrarum facultate* explicitly mentions Copernicus twice, once in a footnote citing the eclipse geometry of IV,19 (for getting the distance to the Sun), and later when Offusius wishes to justify his choice that Venus lies closer to the Earth than Mercury. This can be true in the Copernican system, but it is somewhat ironical that Offusius uses Copernicus as one of the authorities since the book essentially follows the geocentric nesting of the planetary spheres in order to establish their distances.

As might be expected for someone interested in planetary distances, Offusius annotates some of the relevant places in *De revolutionibus*. First, there is a significant note where Copernicus introduces the dimensions of the solar system. In I,10, the first place where specific numbers are found in *De revolutionibus*, Copernicus reviews the time-honoured nesting theory whereby the mechanisms of Mercury and Venus are tightly stacked between the Moon and Sun. He gives the Moon’s maximum distance as $64 \frac{1}{6}$ terrestrial radii, multiplies by 18 to get the Sun’s distance, and subtracts the Moon’s distance to get the interval between. Offusius writes on f. 8: “A sixth of a sexagesimal part equals 10”. It seems, however, that an error is committed here, and in place of one sixth should be written 27’. For 64 sexagesimal parts with 10’ lead to an Earth–Sun distance of 1155 parts. However, the author nevertheless puts 1160 parts, which agrees with multiplying $64 \times 27’$ by 18.”13 (Trivial as the note may seem, it was later picked out by Hagecius, as we will describe in a later section.)

One of the major annotations, and one found in all eight copies of *De revolutionibus* in this family, also deals with distances, this time of the Moon (Figure 2). In IV,27, a passage whose detailed understanding requires a familiarity with many different prior techniques, Copernicus deals with the lunar parallax. There, at the top of f. 129, Offusius has written:
NB: Below it seems to me there are many errors. The first is that the author in not paying enough attention — for even the good Homer sometimes nods\textsuperscript{14} — put the Sun in its mean motion $10'$ above its mean value. As a consequence, it follows that the true motion of the Sun exceeds the actual value by the same number of minutes; and similarly one should put the true lunar elongation up as much. Thus it [the true position of the Moon] would be found $16'$ beyond $3^\circ$ of Gemini. Besides it seems that the author, not being critical enough, took a full day instead of a fraction of a day, thereby increasing the Moon's motion by $8'$, which added to the $16'$ makes $24'$. Thus by these calculations the Moon would be $3^\circ24'$ into Gemini, whereas I found $3^\circ5'$. There is another argument that troubles me. I found the [argument of the] Moon's true motion in latitude as $203^\circ33'$, but the author makes it $8'$ more. Thus he counted a full day instead of a fraction, or by his order some inexperienced student carried out the calculation. Yet this place, dealing with a highly important question, deserves to be quite flawless.\textsuperscript{15}

This is indeed one of the most demanding calculations in Copernicus's book. It begins with a description of Copernicus's own observation of an occultation "which we made at Bologna after sunset on 9 March 1497. We observed that the Moon was about to occult the bright star in the Hyades [Aldebaran], and after waiting, we saw the star arrive at the dark part of the Moon and forthwith it disappeared between the horns of the Moon, at the end of the fifth hour of the night." A modern astronomer, armed with a re-computation of the circumstances, and even Copernicus's own manuscript note about the time of the occultation, can discover that Copernicus had to massage the time of his observation and to use an inferior position of Aldebaran to make it work.\textsuperscript{16} Otherwise Copernicus has calculated the solar and lunar positions correctly by his own tables, though some of the subsequent numbers are slightly off. Unfortunately, at the beginning of the long paragraph transcribed above, Offusius stumbles in his calculations for the place of the Sun and Moon. Given the erroneous start, the subsequent remarks make sense, that is, a difference of $8'$ in the Moon’s motion could be accounted for by rounding up to midnight rather than calculating for the precise minutes before midnight. Interestingly enough, Offusius has added a series of short corrections to the rest of Copernicus’s printed paragraph, and there he really does handle the detailed calculations with more accuracy than Copernicus did. In any event he has ameliorated his major criticism with the tempering remark that even the good Homer nodded.

Finally, we must mention the characteristic radices for 1550 regularly added to the mean motion tables, that is, the mean position of the Sun, Moon, or planet for 0° 1 January 1550. Copernicus buries within his text the radices for midnight of the night preceding A.D. 1. Hence, anyone who wishes to use the book for computing planetary positions in the 1550s would find it very handy to have updated mean positions where they could be readily
found. However, most later users relied on Reinhold's *Prutenic tables*, where the numbers were conveniently tabulated for each century. In any event, the radices for 1550 would have been helpful for anyone contemplating the calculation of an ephemeris during that time, and it is to such an effort that we next turn.

*Offusius as a Calculator of Ephemerides*

Pontus de Tyard, the Pléiade, polymath, and future bishop, wrote in 1558 that "Jofranc Offusien, whose acquaintance and friendship I acquired with great pleasure while passing through Dieppe (about two years ago) made some [planetary tables] for one year only, to my knowledge different from all the rest".!

In the context, Tyard had been discussing both tables and ephemerides, and presumably here he referred to Offusius's published *Ephemerides anni salutis humanae 1557. ex recenti theoria, eisusque tabulis supperatae*. Several new ephemerides were produced for 1557, or beginning in that year. The reason was that the standard ephemerides, produced earlier at Tübingen by Johann Stoeffler, continued only through 1556. As the Stoeffler ephemerides were about to run out, in 1556, Johannes Stadius of Antwerp published the most impressive continuation, ephemerides for 17 years, based on the *Prutenic tables*.

Offusius, in the preface to his *Ephemerides*, indicated that he had worked on the problem of planetary influences for 14 years, and had become increasingly dissatisfied with the *Alfonsine tables*, which he rejected as worthless. He did not, however, mention either Copernicus or the *Prutenic tables*, apart from the obscure and oblique hint in the title of his book, the "ex recenti theoria", which presumably refers to Copernicus. But he was explicit in saying that he differs "from the tables of the most recent authors", which surely is an implicit reference to Reinhold. If we look at his ephemeris for January, it appears that Offusius was simply using Reinhold's *Prutenicae tabulae*, but when we examine the subsequent months, it becomes clear that Offusius was doing something “different from all the rest”, although rather closely patterned on Copernicus's data. For the Sun, he has clearly adopted the Prutenic calculations, and for the Moon his deviations lie within 10' of the Prutenic calculations. For the planets, however, the differences are striking even though the underlying relationship with the *Prutenic tables* remains clear.

In Figure 3 we show the errors in Martian longitudes for 1557 according to the Alfonsine, Prutenic, and Offusian calculations. The similarities and discrepancies speak for themselves. By March Mars was in retrograde, approaching opposition, and it would have been plain even with simple instruments that Offusius's calculations were deviating from the sky. Our thorough attempt to replicate his planetary calculations by changing the Copernican parameters, or by assuming certain computational simplifications or systematic errors, has failed. In retrospect, it is apparent from the irregu-
Fig. 3. Errors in geocentric longitude for Mars in 1557; note Offusius’s whole degree discontinuities around days 201 and 300 (July 20 and October 27).

Larity of Offusius’s error curves that no adjustment of the handful of parameters governing the Alfonsine or Copernican calculation could give such an erratic pattern. Instead, the deviations must surely arise from an ad hoc attempt to fit the predictions to match certain positions, with an intermediate interpolation based heavily on the Prutenic positions. That this is surely the case can be seen by the fact that his stated positions for Mars suddenly jump by a degree on July 20 and again on October 27, but the on-going smooth interpolation leads back to either a Prutenic or an Alfonsine position.

Precisely how Offusius chose the places to modify the prior predictions is not clear, although he boasted in his De divina astrorum facultate that he had collected about 2700 observations. In the preface to his Ephemerides, Offusius announced that Mercury would pass in front of the Sun twice, on April 4 and September 19. He urged his readers to use two pieces of different coloured glass for viewing, and he excused himself from giving an exact hour because he said the theory of Mercury was still inexact, although he believed his theory was better than the others. The extent to which he was deluding himself appears in Figure 4, where we have plotted the longitude errors for Mercury in 1557. Baldly stated, he was wildly wrong in his transit predictions. Nevertheless, he generally succeeded rather better than Reinhold or
Copernicus for Mercury, though the larger differences came at the time of inferior conjunction when the planet was invisible.

We should note for the record that Offusius published his *Ephemerides* during the year 1557, that is, not entirely in advance of the predictions. By that time Stadius’s Prutenic-based ephemerides had become available, so they would have provided a handy crib. Offusius never follows him exactly, however, and in his *De divina astrorum facultate*, he explicitly damns the Stadius tabulations along with several Alfonsoine ones. However, judging especially from the Martian results, we have strong doubts as to his technical proficiency as a planetary theorist.

*The Parisian Astronomical Atelier*

The discovery of an unprecedented number of copies of *De revolutionibus* with such similar annotations leads us to inquire about the Parisian astronomical scene in the mid-sixteenth century. Apart from the astronomical activity around Reinhold in Wittenberg, there has been no other comparable evidence for a major group of scholars so involved with the technical details of Copernicus’s work. John Dee, who visited the University of Paris in 1550,
claims that 40,000 students were there, and among the seventeen friends whose names he lists (including six of the nine professors of the Collège Royal) were several astronomers. First in Dee's list was Oronce Fine (1495–1555), later also praised by Offusius's student Mesmes as the leading astronomer of France. Fine was a prolific, if somewhat unoriginal, author and translator, and since 1531 had held the second chair of mathematics at the Collège Royal. Fine's junior contemporary and close friend was Antoine Mizauld (c. 1520–78), who published a posthumous edition of some of Fine's mathematical works, which included Fine's bibliography. Mizauld's specialty was astrological meteorology; he published *Phaenomena, sive æteræ ephemerides* (Paris, 1546) and later also two Alfonsine-based ephemerides, for 1555 and for 1556–57. Other astronomers mentioned by Dee were Guillaume Postel (1510–81), who became the third royal professor of mathematics (in 1539) and who published several astronomical works in the early 1550s, and Paschasia Hamellius (Pasquier Duhamel) (d. 1565), who took over the first mathematics chair as of 1540, and who in 1545 issued an edition of the *Alfonsine tables*. Dee also listed Jean Fernel (1497–1558), physician to Henry II, who had earlier published *Cosmotheria* (Paris, 1528) and other astronomical works (but who abandoned mathematics and astronomy after his wife and father-in-law complained about the cost of scientific instruments), Petrus Ramus (1515–72) whose innovative ideas and politicking would reshape the Collège Royal in the 1560s, and his student, Jean Pena (1528–58), who has been rediscovered in recent years as a Renaissance Stoic.

Whether any of these men were the secondary annotators of these copies of *De revolutionibus* has not been determined, although a search of the Parisian archives for appropriate handwriting samples might establish some connections. On the one hand, the book itself was quite expensive — nearly $200 by present standards — so that it is unlikely that a tutorial group of undergraduates would be equipped with such a text. On the other hand, Offusius in his *De divina astrorum faculate* calls the public professors asses and sycophants, hardly suggesting warm, collegial relations with the better-known mathematicians of the Collège Royal, although such rhetorical flourishes were perhaps only part of the day's style. All we can say is that the publication record from Paris in the 1550s indicates a lively astronomical industry, and these annotated copies of *De revolutionibus* shows that a recent and controversial cosmology was being examined in Paris in a predominantly Catholic setting as well as in the previously known Protestant settings such as Wittenberg and (eventually) Tübingen.

**Offusius's Influence**

As a type, Offusius seems to fall into the same category as Paul Wittich (c. 1546–86), who flourished in central Europe a generation later. Both men were itinerant mathematical astronomers of unusual competence, in search of patrons and unconnected with universities, and both men attracted a series
of students who copied out the marginalia of their texts. Offusius was on the cutting edge of the new astronomy, for *De revolutionibus* was scarcely a decade old. Judging from his disparaging remarks about the professors in Paris, he must have been willing to take on the Establishment. However, since the 25-year-old John Dee seems to have sponsored him for a year, and from the pleasant remarks made by the 35-year-old Pontus de Tyard, he apparently had a pleasing personality who made friends easily. His only identified student, Jean Pierre de Mesmes (1516 – after 1574), not only identified him as “my preceptor” but wrote a flattering remark at the end of his *De revolutionibus*:

Jofrancus Offusius, not one of the common astronomers, made in 1552 for Master du Rousseau a very beautiful instrument for distinguishing the motion of the Sun and Moon.

(Master du Rousseau later became the Clockmaker for Paris, but is otherwise unidentified.) Mesmes’s copy is today at the Bibliothèque Nationale (Paris BN).

Two other, anonymous, sets of annotations were clearly made from Mesmes’s *De revolutionibus*. These are the one now in Soissons, and one at the Paris Observatory (Paris Obs), both of which carry derivative copies of the “Master Rousseau” passage. The existence of these annotated copies suggests that Mesmes in turn may have tutored astronomy students in Paris.

Little more can be said about the Soissons copy. More problematic is Paris Obs, which bears Peucer’s *Ex libris* on its title page with the comment “manu sua notatus”. This copy has a fair number of independent annotations, including a long passage on the title page that includes not only certain of the Offusian parameters but also a reference to Michael Maestlin’s *Ephemerides*, which was not published until 1580. There are also some still later annotations that could conceivably have been added by the Wittenberg astronomer. Peucer became astronomy professor in 1554, and the inventory of his library made in the 1580s lists a *De revolutionibus* that remains otherwise unlocated. He was jailed for crypto-Calvinism from 1574 to 1586, so his ownership would presumably have to fall after this, when he was still active as a Wittenberg astronomer, as his correspondence with Tycho Brahe indicates. The Paris Obs volume was eventually acquired by the eighteenth-century French astronomer J. N. Deslisle, an active book collector who spent two decades in St Petersburg and who collected books in many places. None of the annotations in the book, either Offusian or non-Offusian, seems to match Peucer’s handwriting particularly well, although a few of the demonstrably later ones could be his. Considering all this evidence, we have to conclude that the copy was in Peucer’s possession and by some strange fate finally returned to its earlier city.

In surveying Offusius’s influence, these eight annotated copies of *De revolutionibus*, including his own, bear witness to his teaching. We must therefore sketch briefly what is known about the history of the other copies.

The member of the family with the fullest provenance is the one in
Debrecen. The annotations it carries seem particularly close to Offusius’s original marginalia, and it is the only secondary copy to have significant notes on f. 8, where Offusius criticized Copernicus’s quick calculation of the solar distance. As mentioned earlier, the book was purchased in Paris by the Hungarian polymath Johannes Sambucus (János Zsâmboki) (1531–84) who inscribed his name and the date 1560 on its title page. Thereafter the copy seems to have remained in central Europe, participating in the minor wanderings of the Sambucus collection until it was purchased around 1780 by the Reformed Church Seminary in Debrecen.

The first edition now in Ann Arbor came from a French provenance, but the earliest ownership marks have not been identified. The combination of its having a copy of the Offusius annotations and a later French locale suggests that it spent most of its lifetime in the vicinity of Paris. By the eighteenth century, and probably by the seventeenth, the copy was in the Lamoignon Library, a distinguished private collection in Paris, which was subsequently auctioned in London in 1791.36

The De revolutionibus now in Pisa shows no signs of its earlier venues, so it is idle to speculate on the trail that led from the Offusius copy to Italy (although it it tempting to consider that perhaps Cardano was involved). Nor does the University of Oklahoma copy in Norman show much evidence of a provenance, except that it probably also resided for some time in Italy. However, it was annotated by someone fairly familiar with Offusius, because he changed the “ego” to “Vesalius” in three places, which, as we have mentioned, is a toponym for our Master of the 1550 Radices.

But what about the fate of Offusius’s own copy, with its extensive appendix of lecture notes? Here the evidence for its trail has unexpectedly surfaced in a quite different place. In all likelihood the Prague astronomer Thaddeus Hagecius (Hayek) (1540–99) would have owned a copy of De revolutionibus, but no example with this provenance has turned up. However, the copy once owned by Johannes Praetorius, now at Yale, has a cryptic note reading:27

Thaddeus Hagecius. I have received these from a certain person (Paul Wittich) [the identification presumably being added by Praetorius]. Some errors of Copernicus: IV,27: He takes the solar motion 10’ more than it should be so that the Sun is 16’ beyond 3° of Gemini. It seems he takes the integral day for the fraction of a day, and this is also proved by the motion of the Moon in latitude, which is squared off to an integral day if we follow Copernicus. I,10: [Where the text reads] “the distance to the Sun contains 1160 such parts...” he assumes the maximum distance of the Moon to be 64°10’ rather than 64°27’. [Where the text reads] “for indeed, between the apsides of Mercury [there are approximately 177’ parts]...” the error is 8’ parts.

As we have indicated, all eight Offusian copies contain a substantial note on f. 129. A few have minor notes on f. 8, but only one, the copy now in Edinburgh, has annotations sufficiently developed that might attract special attention, and these map into the remark attributed to Hagecius with such
uncanny detail that we can hardly avoid the conclusion that either the Edinburgh original or another now-lost close copy was in Hagecius’s purview if not his actual possession.

It is interesting to note that neither Reinhold nor Homelius (nor Praetorius) made much of f. 129 as far as their own annotations are concerned. Paul Wittich, who presumably gave the information to Hagecius, does examine the point in some detail and on very comparable lines, which gives circumstantial confirming evidence to our conjecture that Wittich and indirectly Hagecius had access to the copy now in Edinburgh. In his copy of *De revolutionibus* now in the Vatican Library, Wittich has recalculated the equation of time of the occultation, perhaps to verify the Offusian claim about the day being rounded off to an integer part, but being a much better mathematician than Offusius, must have soon enough discovered that Offusius’s criticism was erroneous. With respect to f. 8, however, Wittich does investigate that topic, with similar conclusions, and he also invokes Offusius at that point in one of his copies, using (without citation) a few of the numbers from *De divina astrorum facultate*. Surely Wittich or Hagecius saw the Edinburgh copy at some point, or heard about its annotations in detail, but did they know its source? Since Wittich mentions “Jofrantius” on f. 8 of his Vatican copy, it seems likely that he did.38

In conclusion, the identification of the Master of 1550 Radices as Jofrancus Offusius has solved one of the principal remaining mysteries uncovered by the Copernican census. It focuses a spotlight on Paris as a previously unrecognized nexus of Copernican studies. The existence of eight books with the Offusian annotations attests to Offusius’s influence as a teacher and to his interest in the technical aspects of *De revolutionibus*. It also helps to delineate the still rather poorly understood role of the itinerant astronomical tutor, a role in which Paul Wittich and Nicolaus Raymerus Ursus are our previous principal exemplars.
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